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Utilities Beware:  The Supreme Court Has You In Its Sights 

For decades, investor-owned utilities have enjoyed immunity from claims based on faulty or irregular service.  Within the
last several months, New Jersey courts have issued two decisions that have put serious dents in this immunity.

The two cases were argued just two weeks apart in March 2006.  In the first case, Franklin Mutual Insurance Company v.
Jersey Central Power and Light, 188 N.J. 43 (2006), the Supreme Court took another look at the so-called subrogation carve-
out established in Weinberg v. Dinger, 106 N.J. 469 (1987).  Prior to Weinberg, there was a long line of cases, typified by
Reimann v. Monmouth Consolidated Water Company, 9 N.J. 134 (1952), which conferred immunity to investor-owned
water companies for damages based upon a failure to supply sufficient water to fight a fire.  The Weinberg case overruled
this long term doctrine and eliminated the immunity (in suits by individuals), thereby imposing a duty on water companies
to act with reasonable care to provide sufficient water to fight fires.  Weinberg, supra, 106 N.J. at 495.  However,
significantly, the Supreme Court carved out subrogation claims from this reversal, finding that when an insurance company
has paid a fire loss to the customer, the water company remains immune from liability to the insurance company on a
subrogation claim.  The subrogation carve-out is based solely upon public policy, the Court believing that recognition of
subrogation claims against water companies would cause their customers to pay twice, once in their insurance premiums
and again in increased water rates. 

In Franklin Mutual, the sole question was whether the Weinberg subrogation carve-out was limited to water companies or
whether it insulates other utilities from subrogation actions for service interruptions.  The Court held that Weinberg applies
to all regulated utilities in service interruption cases.  However, the Court took the opportunity to re-examine the Weinberg
rule.  It described the subrogation carve-out as “troubling” to the extent it insulates utilities from paying for damages they
cause to property owners whose service is negligently interrupted.  While refusing to alter the Weinberg subrogation carve-
out at the present time, the Court signaled its willingness to again reconsider the rule in a proper case saying “we have not
been offered proof tending to demonstrate that any increase in utility rates resulting from liability for subrogation claims
would be substantially offset by reductions in insurance premiums.”  Franklin Mutual, supra, 188 N.J. at 48.  Thus, the Court
continues to be concerned whether the public will indeed pay twice, first through insurance premiums and then through
increased utility rates.  “Until we are satisfied that the public will not suffer that disadvantage, we decline to alter the
subrogation ruling of Weinberg.”  The signal sent by the Court is very clear and will likely encourage the insurers to keep
trying, hoping to find the proper case in due time.  

The second case of note, also argued in March 2006 was decided in the Appellate Division and approved for publication on
November 16, 2006.  E&M Liquors, Inc. vs. Public Service Electric & Gas Company, ___ N.J. Super. ___, (App. Div. 2006)
(A-6586-04T1).  There, a PSE&G primary, high-voltage electric wire fell from a PSE&G pole, igniting a fire that destroyed
the adjacent building.  The damage was covered by insurance and the insurance carrier brought a subrogation action against
the utility.  PSE&G moved for summary judgment, which was granted based upon the subrogation carve-out in Weinberg.  

On appeal, the Appellate Division reversed.  It found that, unlike Franklin Mutual and Weinberg, the E&M case was not
grounded in a claim for damages due to service interruption.  Rather, this case involves the allegation that PSE&G’s
negligence was the precipitating cause of the fire that destroyed the building.  The Court found that neither Weinberg nor
Franklin Mutual granted immunity to a primary tortfeasor from liability, even in a subrogation action.  This case appears to
be an extension of a doctrine heretofore only found in reported cases from trial courts.  It illustrates that New Jersey courts
will go to some lengths to avoid the subrogation carve-out and will attempt to limit its impact.  Thus, the erosion of immunity
is likely to continue. 
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Walter “Skip” Reinhard spends the vast majority of his time practicing administrative, environmental and regulatory law, mainly
involving public utilities and other regulated industries, such as water and wastewater, gas and electric, telephone, CATV and solid
waste companies.  Skip regularly handles detailed public utility rate cases before the New Jersey Board of Public Utilities and has
been active in all areas of regulatory and permitting work.  While these cases are the staple of his practice, he has also represented
clients from the telecommunications and utility industries and others in various zoning and planning matters and real property tax
appeals.  He has represented clients before the Board of Public Utilities and the Department of Environmental Protection, as well as
before the New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection and the Federal Environmental Protection Agency in cases involving
various environmental matters, including air and water pollution, hazardous waste management, and Superfund.  Skip received his
J.D. from Dickinson School of Law in 1970 and his A.B. from the University of Pennsylvania in 1967.  He appears in the Energy
Law section of the current edition of The Best Lawyers In America.  He is a member of the New Jersey State Bar Association and
the American Waterworks Association (New Jersey Chapter–Water Utility Council).  He currently serves on the Board of Directors
of Middlesex Water Company and the Fanwood Scotch Plains YMCA.   Email: wgreinhard@nmmlaw.com

James H. Laskey concentrates his practice in administrative and government regulatory law, including public utility, antitrust, health
care and telecommunications issues.  Jim spends much of his time representing clients before state and federal administrative
agencies, particularly the New Jersey Board of Public Utilities.  He is also a registered legislative agent for New Jersey legislative
activities.  With a strong background in public utility and antitrust matters, Jim frequently represents businesses that are seeking to
compete or to exercise choice as end users in markets once thought to be natural monopolies.  Jim regularly handles matters involving
relocation of utility facilities, which frequently raise difficult issues of cost allocation among government bodies, private developers
and the utility.  Jim received his J.D. from Yale University in 1978 and his B.S. from The Massachusetts Institute of Technology in
1975.  After law school, he clerked for a year for New Jersey Supreme Court Justice Sidney Schreiber and worked for three years at
the Antitrust Division of the United States Department of Justice in Washington, D.C., before returning to New Jersey in 1982.  Jim
is a member of the New Jersey State (Past Chair, Public Utility Law Section) Bar Association, and the Federal Communications Bar
Association.  Jim appears in the Energy Law and Communications Law sections of the current edition of The Best Lawyers In
America.  Email: jhlaskey@nmmlaw.com

Theodore J. Korth concentrates his practice on litigation matters and utility regulatory compliance issues that arise under federal
and state environmental laws.  He has represented clients in matters involving many environmental issues, including state and federal
environmental policy (NEPA/EIS) compliance, land use regulation, wetlands, natural resources and property rights. Ted’s work
includes representing clients in administrative and judicial proceedings before state and federal courts, and working with state and
federal agencies to resolve non-litigated compliance matters. In addition to representing private, commercial and non-profit clients
as a private practice attorney, Ted has served as the Director of Policy for the New Jersey Audubon Society, Inc., and as the Program
Manager of Law and Policy for the Pinelands Preservation Alliance, Inc.  Ted earned his J.D. from the University of Virginia School
of Law in 1997 and his B.A., with Distinction, from the University of Rhode Island in 1994.  Ted is a former member of the New
Jersey Clean Energy Council and served as a member of New Jersey’s Blue Ribbon Panel on Development of Wind Turbine Facilities
in Coastal Waters. He is currently a Trustee of the non-profit Conserve Wildlife Foundation of New Jersey. Email:
tjkorth@nmmlaw.com

Norris McLaughlin & Marcus Public Utilities Law Group
The Public Utilities Law Group practices primarily before the New Jersey Board of Public Utilities and other federal and state
regulatory agencies that supervise public utilities.  The firm represents investor-owned utilities, municipal utilities and their
associated boards and advisory councils or committees, and other participants in the electric, gas, telecommunications, water,
wastewater and cable television industries, competitive telecommunications carriers, large real estate developers and other
commercial and industrial energy users, several independent energy producers and natural gas marketers, and trade associations
whose members are affected by utility regulation either as customers of utilities or as competitors.

The substantive areas of law that we deal with include those that are raised in rate cases (revenue requirements, cost of capital,
and tariff and rate design) as well as those that are raised in other regulatory proceedings (franchises and other authorizations to
provide service, location and relocation of utility facilities, debt and equity financings, corporate acquisitions, and customer
complaints).  A significant portion of the regulatory process is informal in nature, involving day-to-day contact with regulatory
staff on a variety of issues.  Our extensive experience with local and federal Boards makes it possible in those cases calling for
informal consultation to identify the key staff members and to obtain prompt responses to the questions that come up frequently
outside the context of a formal proceeding.


